hite Teeth includes themes of Britains imperial and colonial relationships with Africa, Asia and the Caribbean, and this gives it a stake in the literatures of those countries. Enigmatically, it is also a deeply English novel, and not just because within a year of its appearance, it was thoroughly canonized in Britain and placed right at the top of the literary tree by prominent critics.
From the first page, Zadie Smiths inventiveness with language pops open like a bottle of champagne and the fizz lasts to the end, however long it takes to complete your reading of this 460-page, demanding novel. The dust jacket sports the briefest of biographical notes where she grew up and her university. You cannot help thinking she is far too young to have written this novel (only twenty-one and still at university when she began it). The opening themes are not the ones you expect a youthful first-time female author to present an improbable friendship between an unlikely pair of middle-aged men when they are at the most vulnerable stage of their midlife crisis; but their midlife crisis is a metaphor for Britains political and social crisis in the 1980s, especially the crisis of families, when unemployment and divorce were running at their highest levels. Archibald Jones is a lower middle-class Englishman of no particular accomplishment, muddling along in his job as a printer at Morgan Hero on Londons Euston Road. Samad
Iqbal is a Bangladeshi Muslim consumed with hatred of his job as a waiter in a Soho
Indian restaurant. There is more to them than this. Smith focuses on the heroic in their background. Archie and Samad met during World War II, defending Britain against Hitler; at least, they were trying to. If what they actually did amounted to little, it is the genuine heart and effort they put into it that counts. It reminds us that blacks and Asians were in the armed services and played their part in the war effort.
Samads story also reminds us that the newest immigrants to Britain are predominantly Muslims. In the 1970s, he moved to north-west London on the back of the wave of Indians fleeing discrimination in Kenya and Uganda, only to be greeted by national racial paranoia voiced by Enoch Powell in his famous rivers of blood speech, a paranoia given active expression in the rise of racial attacks on Indians, all of whom racists denoted as Pakis. The late 1970s were the Paki-bashing era, a time when racial killings went unnoticed, unpunished by the police and the law. Samad Iqbals terror about his vulnerability as an Asian Muslim is totally understandable in this context. His fears fester and rule his life and decisions. By the 1980s, when Samad has already set his life and his familys in a direction determined by events in the 1970s, a Muslim community emerges (too late) around him, and his friendship with Archie, not another Muslim, continues to flourish. At any rate, it is a culturally and ethnically heterogeneous Muslim community that emerges. It requires more than religion for newcomers to unite. They include Ethiopians, Middle Easterners, and refugees from the Bosnian war in Europe. Listening to Samads idiom, you dont have to be British to realize how, beneath his professing to be a true Muslim, Samad is a little bit of an Englishman.
Hampstead is the most affluent area in north-west London. It disguises the fact that the Borough of Brent as a whole is populated almost entirely by immigrants.
White Teeth opens doors to the rooms, cultural spaces, of north-west London in its presentation of four different families:
1. The family of Englishman Archie Jones and Clara (of the Jamaican Bowden family). It is a period when the English have a sense of the death of Empire; of London becoming a multicultural rather than English capital, and they can no longer rely on Rule Britannia and Empire for a secure identity. Hampstead, in an area where the Jewish community have a long history of settlement and assimilation. The Irish community in nearby Kilburn have an even longer history; so long that in this Jewish-Irish marriage between third-generation immigrants, their memory of their own immigrant past is so dim that they are able to view the newer immigrants as other and in their magnanimity deign to share out educational patronage to them. Joyce likes to acquire black and Asian children as if they are new species to add to her garden.
Mediating between these families are their children, Irie Jones, Magid and Millat Iqbal, and Joshua Chalfen. Their evolving relationship to London is based on closer ties to each other, across their cultural differences, than their parents have ever experienced. It seems that, for the first time, the progeny of the immigrants may, united, look forward to acquiring the status of insiders, even if it only means they are sucked into the class system to fight a class war. There is a clear divide between the story of the young generation and that of their parents mirroring the reality of the 1980s.
The opening pages present Cricklewood Broadway as a part of London that has received successive waves of white, black and brown immigrants in the last century.
The changing patterns are dramatized as we see Archie, depressed by the ending of his first marriage to an Italian, stage his suicide outside a butcher shop, the Hussein Ishmael, owned by Mo Hussein Ishmael. From above, the pigeons rain excrement upon the butchers shop and upon Archies car as he attempts to gas himself to death. While insiders can get a legitimate laugh from this, it is not funny at all. It is a very serious matter indeed when outsiders view it as an incompetence with English, even as an incompetence of race, and use it viciously as happens with the Jones and Iqbal children, when their school sends them to deliver gifts to an elderly man, J.P.
Hamilton. He subjects them to cruel racism by conveying his hatred to them in the guise of telling them how to keep teeth white. The novel takes its title from this scene, and reminds us that this generation, insiders though some might have become, still has to fight racism. This is an artificial image. The American tourists who come to look for the glamour see old and young drug addicts stumbling round in the dirty, littered streets. The white people who are permanent residents are working class, and live mainly on the council estates, and they are not a thriving working class but blighted by drugs and poverty.
Notting Hill epitomizes the intersections over time between race and class. So
London encourages pretensions to sophistication, glamour, wealth and success which it fails to live up to for most Londoners. Yet these pretensions are so much a part of everyday life that all Londoners, black and white, rich and poor, walk the thin line between the promise and the illusion of class mobility, even when they live in one of Teeth when the twenty-first century opened.
Because it jumps across walls of race and class in a manner typical of late twentieth-century multicultural youth culture in London, this novel will not obey attempts to fit it neatly and entirely into any past or present literary tradition since one by itself would be too narrow to accommodate its authors polymorphous talent.
Neglecting one of her talents runs the risk of distorting the whole. There is also the minor problem of Britain having yet to come to terms with the still largely misunderstood young of the 1980s, who are still derided as Thatchers children.
Cynicism is to be expected in a writer of this generation, but it is a new and different Iqbal and his family. It is easy to lose sight of Irie, who is actually holding the whole novel together. The novel is suffused with her stylized cynicism. It is at root the cynicism of the immigrants London, laced with the courage and toughness one generation passes on to another. You can laugh as much as you like at the jokes (and theres at least a laugh a page), you can thrill to the delightfully exuberant inventiveness of its language as much as you like, and you may admire the courage and guts of its characters too, but you can never forget the bitter struggles, defeats and loss of older generations and the countries they came from, nor can you forget that racism is as bad as ever in London and the world. The memory of the third generation enshrines the bitter history of the ancestors and inherits its cynicism in spite of reaping the rewards of their struggle. It is from history that the cynicism of White Teeth emanates, from an inability to ever trust London completely, to ever really believe that its sparkling, witty surface is safe enough ground. It is a complex tale of London that Zadie Smith weaves, and to get to the complexity you have to negotiate its cynical view of how London has treated its black and Asian immigrants as well as its celebration of what they have bequeathed London this dubious place, this half-hell, half-heaven.
The key to explaining the importance of the novel and why it has made such a huge impact in Britain is found in decoding its semiotics, couched so deeply in popular language rendered in an extremely formal and sensitive literary 
